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About This Game

Jagged Alliance Back in Action is a contemporary remake of the latest title in the much-loved Jagged Alliance series of turn-
based mercenary-themed strategy games.

Designed from the ground up to offer a modern gaming experience, Back in Action showcases an updated isometric 3D look
and interface, highly detailed character models and a variety of new gameplay features.

Back in Action takes players to the fictitious country of Arulco, where a ruthless dictator has seized power and only a small
group of rebels stand to resist her. Tasked with freeing the island from the dictator’s iron grip, players will command rebel and
mercenary forces while using tactical, diplomatic and economic tools to keep troops supplied and ready for the next flight, all

while commanding them directly in nail-biting battles.

Back in Action’s innovative “plan & go” combat system combines real-time strategy (RTS) with turn-based elements to
guarantee that the intricacies of tactical warfare are rendered in dynamic, exciting gameplay. This challenges would-be

commanders to master not only strategy and tactical combat, but also to maximize their team’s capabilities through RPG-like
character advancement.

Key features:

Unrivaled mix of combat (tactics), roleplay, business and strategy

Innovative “Plan & Go” combat system combines RTS gameplay with turn-based elements
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Realistic war setting with authentic-looking firearms

Laptop/computer menu as a central anchor point for the player

Assemble your own unit of mercenaries from numerous unique mercenaries

Simultaneous control of multiple squads using a strategic map

Convincing characters who interact with and comment on the game events

All the dialog has audio

Acquire resources by capturing mines and encampments
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Title: Jagged Alliance - Back in Action
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Coreplay GmbH, Bigmoon Studios
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
Jagged Alliance
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP (SP2), Vista or Windows 7

Processor: Core 2 Duo Processor (1,8 GHz or better) or similar AMD

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 3GB HDD Space

Video Card: Shader 3.0 compatible graphics card (Ati 2600, Geforce 8800 or similar) with 512 MB RAM

Sound: DirectX Compatible Sound Card
Known issues: Visual artifacts could be displayed when using the following visual cards: AMD Radeon HD 6000 or GeForce
8800 GT.

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish,Czech
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This game has a really cool atmposhere and a VRY detailed world. The story is hidden in the world and objects, i dont usually
play horror games, but this one has a really interesting story. If you like horror movies, this one really has that feel.. Starts out
pretty slow. I'd say I'm about 3-4 hours in, and not too much has happened. This says I'll be playing it for a while, which is good:
I like longer games. But it also says that there will be a lot of slow exploring and fighting, which is less good. However, I loved
the story in the first one and I'm sure this one is more story-driven anyway. We shall see.. keep in mind thety felt he need to
make a purchasable song radio friendly. The best part of the song they removed. "____ you i wont do waht you tell me" Where
the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 is the word \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing paid for this.. A nice
story filled with mystery.

The game has plenty choices and likes to make you wonder and question things.

Only thing i disliked is that few choices did not come with enough context beforehand. (something that the character naturally
knows but the story never told you 'the player'). No
-not even on a sale!
 do not even remotely think to consider it for solo play, (and also fairly safe to still disregard for coop), this is unadulterated bs
in digital game form,

probably the worst camera i've encountered where a decent one is needed the most, since there is a ton of platforming, and the
controls are wonky to boot,
-then it feels like a couple of elements was just thrown haphazardly in near the end, with complete disregard for the mind-
numbingly poor control scheme
don't get suckered in by the "purdy" aesthetics, or some novel sense of story, the game is extremely simplistic in play,
platforming, "puzzles" etc, and the experience offers nothing remotely rewarding for your time, effort, or money

rarely do you encounter a game this "easy"\/simple, yet so infuriating by being utterly hamstrung in its overall disregard and lack
of practical\/regular design to fit the scope of play instead of some imagined, unrealized, vision
+ when some elements has no consistency or reliability in play, it becomes all the more frustrating, further highlighting flaws
and "that's some bs"-scenarios from bad design or wrong gameplay direction choices

make no mistake, this game is not challenging in gameplay nor "by design", its only remote difficulty lies in the poor controls, wonky
design-overall blend\/handling of mechanics. -which is completely magnified if attempted to play this solo! But will still be
noticeable in coop...

this offers no sense of satisfaction or accomplishment from "overcoming an obstacle"\/engaging challenging play
only a sense of disbelief in oneself of somehow having managed or decided to endure it through to the end. And the regret of
having wasted that time, or even money, for the "privilege" of such "experience"

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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PS. people comparing this in any aspect to Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons need to wake up and get real. Shadow Puppeteer doesn't
even come close in any regard to that game, Brothers is a great game, and a grand masterpiece compared to this. This is no Brothers
in any sense or form, (nor is it Trine).
While it's notable it, sorta, tries to do its own thing, sadly it falls shorts in so many of its own areas, and doesn't even come close to
other games and what they did.... Throw away the flip phone folks, there's a better way to play snake!!!

Ophidian is a remarkable take on a classic and there's no denying it's done right. 3 different game modes (my personal favorite is
Ghost where you get to be your own worst enemy) and tons of challenging levels make for excellent playablilty and the visuals and
music are perfect for this game. It plays really smoothly and the controls are perfectly responsive and forgiving.

If you were ever looking for the perfect snake remake, this is it right here.. I own the boardgame for Heroes of Normandie and I
really wanted to like this game . However, its just too buggy. It's mainly with the card that you can use to affect battles. In the board
game there's no problem using them. In this game there are a few instances where the game just won't let you or it freezes. For
example there are cards you can play to preven the oppentent from playing a card but this game it won't let you. The interface
could be better planned I think. If you want to try the game I'd recommend going online or to your FLGS and picking up a copy.
You won't regret it. The steam game however...
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A fun visual game, interesting story with quite a few decision points.

Can or will friendship overcome the history of their races

For you to decide how the journey could go.
The outcome at the end depending on choices made during the game.

It is a short game but I'm certainly glad I played it.
I also really liked the music tracks which did emphasise the story.. It's a 20 minute game. If you can get past that, keep reading.

Astronaut Rescue is a very short adventure. There are places you could go a little off the beaten path, but it's not open world, it's
not sandbox, and...well, it's Mars. There isn't that much to see and do besides the adventure, which is linear in nature and your
hand is held through much of it.

All that said, it's a fun little game and well worth the $1.79 sale price. The story's plot is interesting and tightly scripted, the
voice action is excellent, and while you don't get to drive the Minerva (picture 5, above), you do get to drive around the Sams
(picture 3) in low gravity. You even (potentially) learn a little bit along the way.

Well worth $1.79. The $2.99 full price might be pushing it a little due to game length, but not due to quality.. Do not buy this
game, cant believe I spent 36 minutes playing it. Typical side scrolling shooter but it manages to make it very bland and bleh. Do
not buy. Even for a dollar lol. WHAT THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 IS WITH THIS GODDAMN CHICKEN
EVERY TIME I LAND ON A GODDAMN FIGHT SPACE, I SEE THIS LITTLE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING
CHICKEN, AND EVERY TIME I SEE THIS CHICKEN, IT ROLLS A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING 7 ON ITS ATTACK
ROLE? WHY?! ITS ATTACK IS ONLY +1. IS THERE SOME SORT OF \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING SECRET
FORMULA FOR CALCULATING HOW THE ENEMY ROLLS? DO CHICKENS JUST HAVE A NATURAL DISDAIN
FOR QP? I BOUGHT THIS GAME A WEEK AGO AND I'VE JUST NOW GOTTEN TO THE SECOND CHAPTER OF
QP'S STORY MODE BECAUSE EVERY TIME I LANDED ON AN ENEMY ENCOUNTER I'D GET ONE SHOT BY A
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING CHICKEN. EVEN NOW, ON CHAPTER 2, I DIED TWICE IN THE SPAN OF 3 TURNS
BECAUSE A CHICKEN ONE SHOT ME. WHAT THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 DUDE. Computer crashed, Small game ,
not really worth anyones times.. the story was great but the controls are terrible i would not reccomend playing this game with
mouse and keyboard. There isn't a whole lot to this game, and it gets boring pretty fast.
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